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内容概要

When Vannevar Bush, Franklin D. Roosevelt's chief scientific adviser, sat down in 1945 to write a magazine article
about the future, he had no idea what he was beginning. Bush's vision of a desktop computer that would contain all
of human knowledge inspired the scientists who built the Internet. In the early 1990s, when a British computer
programmer devised the World Wide Web and an Illinois student invented an easy-to-use Web browser, the
Internet was transformed from a scientific curiosity into the biggest gold rush since the Klondike.　　In Dot.con,
John Cassidy, one of the country's leading financial journalists and a staff writer at the New Yorker, relates the
stories of Netscape, Yahoo!, America Online, Amazon.com, and other Internet companies, large and small. In a
lively and entertaining narrative, Cassidy traces the rise of Internet stocks and the development of a populist stock
market culture to the end of the Cold War. He shows how an unscrupulous alliance of entrepreneurs such as Jeff
Bezos, venture capitalists such as John Doerr, stock analysts such as Mary Meeker, and investment bankers such as
Frank Quattrone helped turn an exciting technological development into an unstable and dangerous speculative
bubble.　　Cassidy doesn't restrict his attention to Silicon Valley and Wall Street. He demonstrates how many
prominent journalists and policy makers helped to expand and prolong the bubble, particularly Alan Greenspan,
the chairman of the Federal Reserve.　　But in the end, Cassidy concludes, responsibility for the Internet boom
and bust cannot be placed on any one individual. It was a nationwide epizootic that involved tens of millions of
Americans. And now that it is over, the country as a whole is paying a heavy price for succumbing to greed and
wishful thinking. An artful blend of storytelling, history, and economics, Dot.con provides the first complete and
authoritative account of the biggest financial story of the modern era.
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